HOW TO FIND COMPANY INFORMATION

Determine if the company is public, private or subsidiary:

Subsidiary

- Hoover's Academic Pro
- Nexis Uni
- Mergent Intellect

Public

Private

Consult subsidiary sources below to verify subsidiary status and to get parent company name:

- Lexis Nexis Corporate Affiliations

Consult sources below for information about private companies:

- Hoover's Academic Pro
- PrivCo

Also, check article databases:

- ABI/Inform Complete
- Business Source Ultimate
- Nexis Uni

Consult sources below for information about public companies: Company History & Directories:

- International Directory of Company Histories
- Lexis Nexis Corporate Affiliations
- Mergent Archives
- ProQuest Historical Annual Reports

Financial Information:

- EDGAR
- Nexis Uni
- Mergent Intellect
- Value Line Investment Survey

Investment Analysis:

- Emerging Markets Information Service
- Value Line Investment Survey

Article Databases:

- ABI/Inform Complete
- Business Source Ultimate

Use Nexis Uni to determine if the parent company is public.

Consult sources below for information about private companies:

No

Yes
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